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CABIN

Callisto International Headquarters
Beirut, Lebanon • Tel: +961 3 173624 / +961 3 204165 • Fax: +961 1 664320
Dubai, UAE • Tel: +971 4 8870644 / +971 50 4552582
Email: info@callistotrading.com • Website: www.callistotrading.com
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THE BENEFICIAL ACTION
OF ANCIENT ROMAN SPAS
In their famous charcoal-heated spas, the ancient
Romans used sophisticated thermo-hydraulic
technology to channel hot water and irradiate steam
and heat through the spas’ floors and walls.
They knew that the administration of suitable
quantities of heat at various humidity levels
produced surprising health benefits as well as an
overall sensation of well-being and relaxation.
To reach these results, the Romans designed complex
architectural structures consisting of various halls
laid out in a specifically effective sequence.
Raxul cabin recreates in sequence all of
the bio-climatological stages of the ancient Roman
spa in a single room and perfects the Ancient Roman
Spa ritual by developing a total wellness concept
XIJDIDPNCJOFEXJUIBSBOHF of emotional cosmetics
BNQMJGJFTthe good vibes generated by the Raxul
cabin BOEBMMPXTUPQFSGPSNBXJEFSBOHFPG
USFBUNFOUT.
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TOTAL WELLNESS
TECHNOLOGY & PHILOSOPHY
In the Raxul cabin, technology has
harnessed heat and water to provide the three basic
spa functions: warm bath, steam bath and Roman
bath.
The range of emotional cosmetics, combined
with the manual skills of the beautician, complete
the Raxul cabin experience with three programmed
cycles: Raxul (the Mud ritual), Essenthia (the Essences
ritual) and Thalasso (the Tides ritual).
The wellness system is total because it involves all
five senses:
HEARING: each Raxul cabin is fitted with a hi-fi stereo
system playing relaxing ambiance music.
SMELL: a mix of essences and aromas inebriate the
mind and the spirit.
SIGHT: optical fibres provide changing colours inside
the cabin, to highlight the different stages of the
treatment.
TOUCH: stone and other natural materials caress the
body.
TASTE: the treatments are accompanied by
delectable thirst-quenching herbal teas.
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SPACE IS RELATIVE

Space, form, functionality, reliability and simplicity
are the key concepts that inspired the team of
technicians and experts in designing the
multipurpose Raxul cabin.
This extraordinarily versatile, easy to use and
multifunctional Raxul cabin, with its highly reliable
components and materials, allows you to offer your
clients a high quality Spa service.

SPACE FORMULA:
6 M2 = RAXUL
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SIMPLICITY, RELIABILITY AND VERSATILITY
BASIC
FUNCTIONS

WARM BATH
BENCH AND WALLS 39°C
AMBIENT 35°C
NATURAL HUMIDITY
YELLOW LIGHT

Regenerating and relaxing bath.
An ideal way to help strengthen the immune system,
ensuring general prevention and regeneration of
the body. The environment artificially creates a
feverish condition, which leads to a natural increase
of excess fat metabolisation.

The development of the Beauty cabins has enabled
the achievement of extraordinary levels of quality
featuring user friendly operation and simple
maintenance.
The basic functions – warm bath, steam bath and Roman
bath – may be activated at any time according to the
requirements of the various beauty treatments.

STEAM BATH
BENCH 39°C
AMBIENT 45°C
HUMIDITY 100%
GREEN LIGHT

Turkish bath with heated benches.
The steam helps regulate the skin’s pH level and
leaves it hydrated and cleansed. Recommended for
improving the respiratory functions.

ROMAN BATH
BENCH 37°C
WALLS 60°C
AMBIENT 55°C
NATURAL HUMIDITY
RED LIGHT

Ancient Roman sauna with heated benches and
walls.
Intense perspiration results in general detoxination
of the body through the flushing out of toxins.

RAXUL CYCLE
The Mud Ritual
25 MIN.

ESSENTHIA CYCLE
The Essences Ritual
23 MIN.

THALASSO CYCLE
The Tides Ritual
29 MIN.

NATURAL ELEMENTS
Stone, steel, wood and glass are all skilfully brought
together to give life to an object of extraordinary
design.
Natural materials which, with the complicity of water
and heat, generate feelings of timeless pleasure and
serenity.

DESIGN & FUNCTIONS
HARMONISED
TREATMENTS

Moreover, the three programmed harmonized
treatments allow automatic management of all
treatment phases.

Various kinds of mud packs are applied to the entire
body and allowed to dry by raising the temperature
(dry absorption). Steam is then introduced to once
again humidify the mud product (absorption by
osmosis). Lastly, a tropical rain scented with
MARACUJA Essence comes into contact first with
the product and then with the body (absorption by
synergy), resulting in a gentle detoxinating and
moisturising action on the deeper skin layers.

This cycle offers hot steam scented with
EUCALYPTUS Essence alternated with fresh Aufgusseffect mists that not only improves respiratory
functions but also fosters general detoxination by
helping the body flush out toxins.

The high-quality stone used to line the interior of
the cabin possesses qualities of compactness, low
porosity and high refractive power, thus ensuring
low absorption of the vapours and high heat
performance during the treatments.

Wall lining: Belgium Blue marble,
with its inimitable blue colour.

This cycle begins with the preparation of the skin
with steam, alternated with spurts of SALINE
SOLUTION and air mixed with EUCALYPTUS
essence. The cycle ends with a fresh reaction mist.
The result of this cycle is an ideal synergy between
pore dilation and salt absorption.

Seats: Botticino marble, with
extraordinary amber-coloured
veining.
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SIZE

FIXTURES
74

30

120

Area available for locating
the drainage system

265

270

8

3

1 2 5

4

100

224

HEIGHT

245

HEIGHT
PERIMETER

10

10 10 10

5 2 1

230

250

230

245

4

FRONT
3
89

BACK

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
MINIMUM ROOM HEIGHT

LEGEND

WEIGHT
ROOF CAPACITY LOAD

VOLTAGE

CONSUMPTION

224 (L) x 245 (H) x 265 (P) cm

80

1700 kg

COLD WATER LINE
1

pipe diameter: 1/2” – female connection with ball cock

2

pipe diameter: 1/2” – female connection with ball cock

3

40 mm diameter pipe, level with the pavement

4

100 mm diameter pipe connected with the exterior

5

64A 230Vac 1P+N+E fuseless EURO SOCKET (on request)

400 kg/mq
400Vac 3L+N+PE (standard)
230Vac 1L+N+PE (on request)

HOT WATER LINE

200

DIMENSION

max 8 kw 50-60 Hz (400Vac 3L+N+PE)
max 34,8A 50-60 Hz (230Vac 1L+N+PE)

TRAPLESS DRAIN

AIR EXTRACTOR
WATER CONDUCTIVITY

between 125 and 1250
microsiemens/cm at 20°C

16A 400Vac 3P+N+E fuseless EURO SOCKET (standard)
FREE SPACE FOR ELEMENTS (minimum dimensions)

